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Abstract. A Hermitian, quaternionic metric is constructed in which the real part is the 
usual metric of a curved space-time and the purely quaternionic part is an (anti) self-dual 
SU(2) Yang-Mills field. Demanding that a potential exists for the SU(2) field implies that 
Einstein’s field equations with a cosmological constant are satisfied. 
1. Introduction 
In 1948 Einstein developed a generalised theory of gravitation which combined 
electromagnetism and gravitation (Einstein 1948). He considered a complex, Her- 
mitian metric whose real part was the usual metric of a curved four-dimensional 
space-time and whose imaginary part was the field tensor for an electromagnetic field, 
and consequently showed that, with certain conditions on the Christoff el symbols, 
Maxwell’s equations for the electromagnetic field in the curved space-time were 
automatically satisfied. It has been suggested by Giirsey (1979) that a possible 
extension of this method to SU(2) Yang-Mills would involve looking at a quaternionic, 
Hermitian metric and taking the real part to be the metric of a curved space-time 
and the purely quaternionic part to be a SU(2) Yang-Mills field tensor. 
In this paper, a method of constructing such a metric is given in which F,,,, is 
automatically (anti) self-dual (Dolan 1981) and the existence of a potential for FCLY 
constrains the Riemann tensor of the metric to be that of an Einstein space (i.e. 
Einstein’s equations with a cosmological constant follow from the existence of a 
potential). Also, for a self-dual (anti- self-dual) FCLy, the Weyl tensor must be anti-self- 
dual (self-dual). 
In 0 2, notation and conventions are set up and the properties of quaternions are 
summarised. In § 3 the conditions on the Riemann and Weyl tensors are derived and 
in § 4 the results are applied to CP2 to obtain a self-dual SU(2) field over CPz with 
non-integer topological charge (Atiyah et a1 1978, Gibbons and Pope 1978). Finally, 
in § 4 the results are summarised. 
2. Notation and conventions 
The quaternions or hypercomplex numbers W have three basis elements, satisfying 
the algebra 
(1) 
2 2 2  e l  = e2 = e 3  = e1e2e3 = -1. 
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They can be represented by 2 x 2 anti-Hermitian matrices e, = +aa, where a, are 
the Pauli matrices. Using these, together with the unit matrix eo, any element of the 
quaternions can be written as 
9 = qiei (2) 
where qi, i = 0,. . . , 3  are real numbers. Under multiplicat;lon, the quaternions of unit 
magnitude (qiqi = 1) form the group SU(2). The basis {ei} ,  i = 0, . . . , 3  satisfies the 
following identities 
(a = 1 ,2 ,3 ;  i, j = 0, 1, , . . , 3 )  are the symbols introduced by 't Hooft (1976). The 
symbols satisfy the following useful relations 
(*)a = (*)a 
rlmn * ~ & m n k l ~ k l  r lmn (*)arlkl(*)a = a m k a n l -  a m l a n k  f Emnkl 
&abcTm,(*)b?lkI(*)C = V n l  a m k  + qmk(*)aan l  - q m l  a n k  - v n k  am1. 
(+)a (*)a (*)a ( 5 )  
A point in four-dimensional Euclidean space-time can be represented by a quaternion 
(6) x = x . .  rer. 
In what follows, Latin indices will be used to label tensor components in flat-space 
coordinates, and Greek indices for components in curvilinear coordinates. There is 
no distinction between covariant and contravariant Latin indices, but Greek indices 
must be raised and lowered by a metric g,,, with signature (++++). 
It is sometimes convenient to split quaternions up into their real and purely 
quaternion parts 
Re 4 = qoeo Vecq = q l e l + q ~ e ~ + q m  (7) 
The action for SU(2) Yang-Mills coupled to gravity is (Charap and Duff 1977) 
(8) 
1 
S = - &R - 2A)d4x +surface term 6 Tr{FWuF,,} d4x 
4K 'I M 
where FPy is purely quaternionic. Here A is a cosmological constant, K = 47rG, R is 
the curvature scalar for the manifold it4 and e is the Yang-Mills coupling constant. 
The surface term is only present for manifolds which are non-compact, or have a 
boundary (Gibbons and Hawking 1977). In what follows only compact manifolds 
without a boundary will be considered. F,, is derivable from a purely quaternionic 
potential A, = - ia,A," via 
(9) 
In the curved space-time described by g,,, the (anti) self-duality equations for F,,, 
Fey = d,Av -&A, +[A,, A,]. 
take the form 
+1 in any coordinate system. If (10) is satisfied then the Yang-Mills 0123 = where E 
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equations obtained from (8) by varying A,, are automatically satisfied via Bianchi’s 
identity for F,,. Also, if (10) holds, the energy-momentum tensor for F,, vanishes, 
thus, for (anti) self-dual F,,, Einstein’s field equations become the vacuum equations 
(11) R,, - $g,,(R - 2A) = 0 
and, for non-zero R, a cosmological constant is necessary. 
The topological charge for F,, is 
3. Quaternionic Vierbeins 
Let us construct quaternionic Vierbeins 
h, = hcei det hi, > 0 (13) 
such that the resulting quaternionic metric 
H,, = h,h t (14) 
has g,, for its real part and F,,, for its purely quaternionic part 
F,” = A Vec h,ht. (15) 1 g,, = z Tr H,, 
Here A is a constant which must be included on dimensional grounds. It has dimensions 
of (length)-*. The above construction was first considered by Gursey et a1 (1979). It 
is elegant because F,, is automatically self-dual (Dolan 1981). 
1 E l l M B  *Ferv = - __ 
2 Ji 
= $hhiClhrhkah?& iik‘~mn(c’ahmahnS(icTa) 
= A i g a ~ i i ( * t ) a h i ~ h ~  = F@” 
where we have used 
An anti-self-dual field can be obtained either by using H,, = h;h, or by choosing the 
opposite orientation for the Vierbeins (det hi, CO). The choice of Vierbeins is, of 
course, not unique and is only defined up to a local O(4) rotation on the Latin indices. 
The topological charge for the configuration is found from (12) and ( 5 )  
where the upper (lower) sign is for self-dual (anti-self-dual) fields. 
The above construction of a self-dual field is, however, of no use unless one can 
find a potential for F,,,, (9). To this end, let us assume that a potential does exist, 
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and invert the equations of motion for F,, to try to find an A,. Varying A, in (8) gives 
a,{GF@'} = ./g[F"", A,]. (20) 
i vii(+)ca,{hh;h;} = 2 ihs abcvii(+)bA,ahi*h; 
Using (15) for F'", this is 
(21) 
where h = det hi, > 0. Then using (18) and the properties of the 7 symbols ( 5 ) ,  this 
can be inverted to find A," in terms of hi, 
A," = ( qk;+)"& + vi71i(+)"8ki + vii(+)*&l 
- vki(+)"8,j - v,i(+)*Ski)hi,hLaas(hhiShp)/4h. (22) 
In terms of quaternions, (22) is 
A, = i{Vec[h, (a,h")t] + g,, Vec[h" ( ~ 3 , h ~ ) ~ l  + Vec( huhp*) Re[(a,ha)hs']} (23) 
where a term proportional to (a, In h + hi,a,hjY) has been dropped from (22) by use 
of the identity ln(det hi,) = Tr ln(hi,). 
The simple case of S4 wrapped round itself k times, for which 
and 
has been considered by Gursey et a1 (1979). 
equation (23) reduces to 
In terms of the Christoffel symbols rfiUa derived from the metric in the usual way, 
(26) A, = f(Ve~[h,(a,h")~]+ rpPa Vec(h,hPt)} 
= f Vec[ h, ( h  
where the semi-colon denotes covariant differentiation. Similarly, a potential for an 
anti-self-dual field is given by 
'1 
A, = a  Vec(hUthu,,). (27) 
Each of these lies in the algebra of SU(2), and so their direct sum lies in a complex 
representation of the algebra of O(4). Denoting the self-dual (anti-self-dual) SU(2) 
potentials by the superscript (*), an O(4) potential is 
where each entry in (28) is a 2 x 2 matrix. If we denote the generators of the complex 
representation of O(4) by cij = -crji, then 
(29) 
and r,, is seen to be the spin connection for the manifold. Thus the self-dual SU(2) 
field constructed in (15) is that obtained by projecting the O(4) spin connection onto 
a SU(2) subgroup. This procedure has been used by Charap and Duff (1977) to 
construct self-dual, SU(2), Yang-Mills fields in spaces for which R,, = 0. As noted 
r,=1 2 ~ i j  ri1-L cI -~uijhinhia;, 
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earlier, a different choice of Vierbeins, hi,, will lead to the same metric if they are 
related by an O(4) gauge transformation on the i index. We see from equation (28) 
that this will induce an SU(2) gauge transformation on each potential Ai*) .  
The SU(2) field tensor derived from (27) via (9) is found to be 
F,, = a  Vec(huhpt)R,,, 
and similarly an anti-self-dual field is given by changing the Hermitian conjugate from 
the second to the first Vierbien on the right-hand side. Again the self-dual and 
anti-self-dual SU(2) field tensors can be combined in a direct sum to yield a complex 
representation of an O(4) field tensor, which is exactly that of Utiyama (1956) in 
his O(4) gauge theory of gravity. The approach of Charap and Duff (1977) was to 
use the fact that, if R,, =‘O, then the Riemann tensor is double self-dual and the SU(2) 
field (3) is automatically self-dual. Equation (15) was not assumed. Our approach 
is to assume equation (15) and then derive conditions that the Riemann tensor must 
satisfy in order that a potential exists. From equations (15) and (30) 
A Vec(h,h,f) = Vec(h‘hpt)R,,,. (31) 
Contracting (Vec H,,) with both sides of (31) gives 
h~ii(f’ay]kl(+)ahirhj,hkCIhlY 
- 1 (+)a (+)a U P ~r 
- 4 ~ i j  Tk1 hi hj hk hlvRapFv 
since E~~”~R,, ,  = 0. Thus the curvature scalar must be a non-zero constant. This result 
has been deduced directly from (15) and the assumption that a potential exists. Exactly 
the same result is obtained by using an anti-self-dual field. 
Furthermore, if we square both sides of (31), we find (using (32)) 
For an anti-self-dual field the E tensors change sign. Decomposing the Riemann 
tensor into R,  R,, and the Weyl tensor in the usual way 
(34) R F w  = cww + h h & u  + g d , ,  -gpyRuw - gmwRpu) - 8 (gp,guy - gpygu,> 
equation (33) becomes 
1 
where the upper sign holds for self-dual F,, and the lower sign for anti-self-dual F,,. 
We now have two conditions on the Riemann tensor (32) and (35), and one has 
been used to eliminate A. A third condition can be obtained by iterating equation 
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(30) twice and using the duality properties of FwY. 
Now contracting both sides of (36) with F&,, yields 
There is a relation between the quadratic invariants of the Riemann tensor (Lanczos 
1938). They are not all independent, but must satisfy 
1 A r w  
4 T R w A T R a B w v  - a8w 4RUBRaB f R 2 .  (38) - R  y R a @ c I . Y  - 
Using (38) in (33) and (37) yields 
R2-4RaBRaB =O.  (39) 
Equation (39) for a positive definite metric is true if and only if the metric is Einstein 
(Petrov 1969). This can be most easily seen by writing (39) as 
(40) ( R  ,w - L  4RS,”)(Rw’ - ~ R S , , ~ ” ) O .  
If we choose orthonormal coordinates at any given point, each term on the left-hand 
side is a perfect square, and they all appear with a positive sign, provided the metric 
is positive definite, and so each term must be identically zero. Therefore 
R,, = &g,, (41) 
i.e. the space must be Einstein. 
Thus, given the construction (15) of an (anti) self-dual FFW, we have proved that 
a condition for a potential to exist is that the space must be Einstein, i.e. that Einstein’s 
equations with a cosmological constant must be satisfied. Note that this is only true 
for R # 0. If R =0, then A = O  and the construction (15) will not work. However, 
the identification of a SU(2) potential by projecting out a SU(2) factor of the O(4) 
spin connection is perfectly valid, even for R = 0 (Charap and Duff 1977). 
Given (41), equation (35) tells us that 
and the same reasoning as that following equation (40) tells us that, for a self-dual 
field to exist, the Weyl tensor must be anti-self-dual, and for an anti-self-dual field 
to exist, the Weyl tensor must be self-dual. Thus the only manifolds, with R # 0, 
which admit both instantons and anti-instantons are conformally flat, e.g. S 4  and p, 
the four-dimensional torus. 
The topological charge of the field configuration (15) can be expressed in terms 
of the topological invariants of the manifold. These are the Euler characteristic ,y 
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and the Hirzebruch signature T, which for compact manifolds without boundary are 
given by 
1 &@W &@VS 
.=-J -- RpUapRms&d4x 
1 2 8 ~ ’  M & 4 
=- 1 (C C @ U P a + 1  6R 2 )&d4x 
3 2 r 2 j ~  @ U ~  (43) 
Since the Weyl tensor must be (anti) self-dual for a potential for FWu to exist, (43) 
and (44) give 
1 
96 T 
2x * 37 = 7 R2& d4x. 
Using (19) and (32) this yields 
3 Q = *$,y +ZT. 
(45) 
For example S4 has ,y = 2 and T = 0, giving Q = Itl, and these solutions are the original 
instantons of Belavin et a1 (1975). 
4. CP2 
The compact, four-dimensional space CP2 has been proposed as a gravitational 
instanton (Gibbons and Pope 1978, Eguchi and Freund 1976). It has non-zero, 
constant scalar curvature, admits an Einstein metric, and its Weyl tensor is either 
self-dual or anti-self-dual, depending on the orientation chosen. SU(2) Yang-Mills 
over CP2 has been considered in Atiyah et a1 (1978) and Gibbons and Pope (1978). 
A metric for 6 P 2  is given, in complex coordinates y and z, by 
(47) ds = 
(the dimensions are implicitly fixed by using unity in the denominator). Writing this 
as a Hermitian (complex) metric (Yano 1965) 
ds2 = 2 g 4  dua da’ (48) 
2[(1 + zF) dy djj + (1 + yjj) d t  dZ - YF djj d t  - ~ j j  dy dZ] 2 2 
(1 + yjj + ti) 
where u1 = y, U’ = z,  gap is given by complex Vierbeins (a, p = 1,2) 
gap = (hh+)aD (49) 
where h has the form (1xI2 = yjj + ti) 
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Here, 4 labels locally flat, complex coordinates (b  = 1,2). With 
the metric (47) is found to give rise to an anti-self-dual Weyl tensor, and a constant 
scalar curvature R = 12. 
Now apply equation (15) in its complex form ( A  = R / 4 !  = $) 
Fyz = - hz(h,) t l  (52) 
etc, with 
1 
h, =-[(eo-ie3)hy~+(e:!-iel)hy~] 
hY = -[(eo + ie3)(hyi) + (e2 +iel)(h,z)] etc. 
JZ 
Jz 
- 1 
The fi is present because of the factor of two in (48). This gives 
F,, = 
1 
{ie3zjj(zf - yjj + 2ilxl) - 
2(1 +Ix12)21x12 
- e2[tfyy + IxJ2+ i]x)(yy -22) -z2y2] 
-iet[zFyjj + I~1~+ilxI(yjj-zf) +22j72]) 
1 
F - =  {ie3[z~(yjj -22) - 1x1’1 + e2[yf(zf + ilx I) - zjj(zf - ilxl)I 
y y  2(1 +Ix12)21x12 
+iei[fy(zf + iJxJ) + zjj(zf - iJxJ)J} 
(53) 
1 
{ie3[yjj(yjj - zf) + IxI’I + ~ ~ E F Y  (YY - + I )  - ZY(YP + ilxI)I 2(1+ ~ x ~ 2 ) 2 ~ x ~ 2  Fzi 5 
+ i e l [ f y ( y ~ - i l x l ) + z ~ ( ~ ~ + i l x I ) l }  
FYL = FyZ = 0. 
It is straightforward to verify that (53) is self-dual, where, for complex coordinates, 
the self-duality equations are, using (5  l), 
FLY = - Fyi FY‘= - 
(det gad (det g a d  
(54) 
F y y  - = Fz, FY= = - Fvi FYf = - F,z 
(det gas) (det gad (det g a d ‘  
(Note that J g  = 4(det gag).) 
A ,  = - (A-)+=: (’ + i ” : ’ ) { i e 3 f ( t + z r / l x ~ 2 ) + ~ e 2 ~ ~ ( l + r ~ / ~ x 1 ~ ) + z j j 2 / ~ x ~ z ~  
A potential for (53) is given by (27) and found to be 
2 (l+lxl ) 
++iei[r(I +z.~//1~1~)-zjj~/1~1*]} 
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3 e d - j V  + YY/IxI’) + yf2/Ix 1’1) ( 5 5 )  
and (53) is obtained from ( 5 5 )  via (9). 
CP2 has ,y = 3 and T = -1, so (46) yields 
Q=i (56) 
which can be verified directly from (19), since R = 12. Thus the field has non-integral 
topological charge showing it is not globally well defined (Gibbons and Pope 1978). 
The anti-self-dual field, obtained from (15) by interchanging h, and h:, is 
Since the Weyl tensor is not self-dual, we know that no SU(2) potential exists for this 
configuration (hence A has not been constrained). If, however, we set F,, = F,, = 0, 
the remaining field components in (57) give an anti-self-dual abelian field, which, by 
inspection, has a potential 
In fact, the 2-form obtained from (57) by setting FYz =Fyi  = 0 is just the Kahler 
2-form for CP2 (Gibbons and Pope 1978, Yano 1965). The topological charge of 
this configuration is 
Q=-’ 2A (59) 
(where e3 is normalised so that e: = -1, not a matrix) and it has been discussed 
(Hawking and Pope 1978) in connection with the problem of putting spinor fields on 
CP2.  
5. Conclusion 
It has been shown how to construct a quaternionic metric for which the real part is 
the usual metric of a curved space and the purely quaternionic part is (anti) self-dual 
HWy = h,hUt. (60) 
Demanding that a potential exists implies that the curvature scalar is a non-zero 
constant, the metric is Einstein and the Weyl tensor must be anti-self-dual (self-dual). 
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The important equations are 
24 12 -FGY = Vec H,,,, = - Vec HPuRp,,oV R R 
(61) 
4 
R 11 2x2gFv  = Re HFV = - Re HWRp,,,, 
HP”C,,,, = 0. 
The connection for the SU(2) field is obtained by projecting out a SU(2) subgroup 
of the O(4) spin connection, as in Charap and Duff (1977). 
A,, =ihv(hYt ) : , , .  (62) 
Application of these results to S4 yields the instanton solutions of Belavin et a1 (1975), 
and to CP2 yields a self-dual field with non-integer topological charge (Gibbons and 
Pope 1978). 
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